TO VAN WIE POINT

MILES  ACTION
0.0  RT ONTO NYS 85A
0.5  THROUGH CIRCLE ONTO NYS 155
2.0  RT ONTO CNTY 306 AT TRAFFIC LIGHT
2.3  RT ONTO KRUMMILL RD (CNTY 306)
3.0  RT ONTO FONT GROVE RD (STILL 306)
5.0  RT ONTO UPPER FONT GROVE RD AT SS (BY RR TRACKS)
5.4  LF ONTO NYS 85 AT SS
5.7  RT ONTO FISHER RD (Going south)
6.7  RT ONTO ORCHARD ST AT SS
8.1  ST AT SS ONTO MEADS LN (CROSSING NYS 443)
9.9  RT ONTO NYS 32 AT SS
11.0  LT ONTO CNTY 55 (CREBLE RD)
14.7  LT ONTO NYS 9W AT BLINKING LIGHT
14.8  RT ONTO CLAPPER RD (AFTER CROSSING STREAM)
16.1  LT ONTO WEISHEIT RD AT SS (AFTER CROSSING NYS THRUWAY)
17.4  RT ONTO WEMPLE RD AT SS (WATCH OUT FOR RR TRACKS, ON WEMPLE RD)
18.1  LT at Y
18.2  LT ONTO NYS 144 AT SS (GOING NORTH)
18.6  RT ONTO WHEELER RD (LATER BECOMES MOSHER RD)
19.4  VAN WIE POINT
20.4  LT ONTO NYS 144 AT SS (GOING SOUTH)
22.4  RT ONTO BEAVER DAY RD
24.1  BEAR RT AT SS ONTO NYS 396
24.4  REGROUP AT BONFAIRE ON LEFT AT CORNER OF NYS 396 & NYS 9W
24.4  CONTINUE WEST ON NYS 396 (GO ST THROUGH TRAFFIC LIGHT)
26.5  RT ONTO CNTY 53 (SOUTH ALBANY RD)
26.8  LT ONTO RUPERT RD (AFTER CROSSING STREAM)
26.3  ST ACROSS CNTY 102 TO RARICK RD AT SS
29.8  SHARP LT ONTO COLLABECK RD (DOWNSHIFT - SHORT STEEP UPHILL)
30.3  RT ONTO ROWE RD AT T
31.1  RT ONTO ONESQUEATHAW CREEK RD
31.4  RT ONTO NYS 32 AT SS
31.8  LT ONTO CNTY 308 (UNIONVILLE FEURA BUSH RD)
34.3  LT ONTO NYS 443 AT SS
34.5  RT ONTO CNTY 308 (NEW SCOTLAND SOUTH RD)
36.8  LT ONTO NYS 85 AT SS
37.6  RT ONTO SWIFT RD
39.2  RT ONTO NYS 85A AT SS ON DOWNHILL (BE CAREFUL)
39.4  RT AT LIGHT TO STAY ON 85A
40.0  RT INTO PARKING LOT